Introducing Mr. Market
The height of folly was reached in the spring of 2000 when the NASDAQ Index climbed past 5000.
Numerous experts predicted ever-higher highs. Their optimism was on par with that of Buzz Lightyear in
the movie Toy Story – “To infinity and beyond!”
With these recent market fluctuations in mind, it is timely to re-tell a story by Benjamin Graham. Graham
is considered to be one of the greatest investment thinkers of all time. He was also a great investor.
Graham introduced the “Mr. Market” parable in The Intelligent Investor, first published in 1949. Some
things in life, fear and greed being two, seem forever relevant.

Imagine that in some private business you own a small share that cost you $1,000. One of your
partners, named Mr. Market, is very obliging indeed. Every day he tells you what he thinks your
interest is worth and furthermore offers either to buy you out or to sell you an additional interest
on that basis. Sometimes his idea of value appears plausible and justified by business
developments and prospects as you know them. Often, on the other hand, Mr. Market lets his
enthusiasm or his fears run away with him, and the value he proposes seems to you a little short
of silly.
If you are a prudent investor or a sensible businessman, will you let Mr. Market’s daily
communication determine your view of the value of a $1,000 interest in the enterprise? Only in
case you agree with him, or in case you want to trade with him. You may be happy to sell out to
him when he quotes you a ridiculously high price, and equally happy to buy from him when his
price is low. But the rest of the time you will be wiser to form your own ideas of the value of your
holdings, based on full reports from the company about its operations and financial position.

Graham’s story teaches us how to look at the stock market. The stock market is like a fickle partner
who, at times, is emotionally unstable and inadequate at placing reasonable values on stocks. The
intelligent investor knows this and takes advantage of the stock market rather than allowing the stock
market to take advantage of him.
The difficulty is that Mr. Market determines stock prices. As long as the majority of investors decide
to place irrationally high or low prices on certain stocks, prices will remain irrationally high or low.
Therefore, the prudent investor must remain patient. He must stick with his calculation of a
company’s value based on its “operations and financial position,” knowing that Mr. Market does not
stay overly happy or depressed forever.
The speculator, on the other hand, attempts to read Mr. Market’s mood swings. He sells when he
thinks Mr. Market is about to swing from extreme optimism to pessimism, or vice versa. We do not
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take this approach at Alpine since we have no idea when Mr. Market’s mood will change. By the same
token, we have nothing against speculating, as long as it is done knowingly.
The problem with the recent speculation is that many investors, professional and amateur alike, didn’t
know they were speculating – they were buying high-priced stocks without understanding the risks.
Their surprise at the recent decline was telling. The real shock was how high stock prices had risen,
not how far they have since declined.
These unwitting speculators thought they were investing. The rationale was enticing: the New
Economy, unlimited market potential, untold efficiencies and profits . . . the stuff of Mr. Market’s
dreams.
If the professional investment community had espoused the principles established by Benjamin
Graham, more investors would be sleeping as soundly tonight as they were last spring.

Nick Tompras
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
ACR Alpine Capital Research LLC is an SEC registered investment adviser. For more information please refer to
Form ADV on file with the SEC at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov. Registration with the SEC does not imply any
particular level of skill or training.
All statistics highlighted in this research note are sourced from ACR’s analysis unless otherwise noted.
It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the
performance of the examples discussed. You should consider any strategy’s investment objectives, risks, and
charges and expenses carefully before you invest.
This information should not be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment
recommendations, and makes no implied or expressed recommendations concerning the manner in which an
account should or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon specific investment
guidelines and objectives. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to invest.
This information is intended solely to report on investment strategies implemented by Alpine Capital Research
(“ACR”). Opinions and estimates offered constitute our judgment as of the date set forth above and are subject
to change without notice, as are statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market
conditions. There are risks associated with purchasing and selling securities and options thereon, including the
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risk that you could lose money. All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but no
guarantee is given as to its accuracy.
The Equity Quality Return (EQR) Advised / SMA Composite consists of equity portfolios managed for non-wrap
fee and wrap fee clients according to the Firm's published investment policy. The composite investment policy
includes the objective of providing satisfactory absolute and relative results in the long run, and to preserve
capital from permanent loss during periods of economic decline. EQR invests only in publicly traded
marketable common stocks. Total Return performance includes unrealized gains, realized gains, dividends,
interest, and the re-investment of all income. Please refer to our full composite performance presentation with
disclosures published under the performance section of our web site at www.acr-invest.com.
The S&P 500 TR Index is a broad-based stock index including reinvestment of dividends and has been presented
as an indication of domestic stock market performance. The S&P 500 TR index is unmanaged and cannot be
purchased by investors.
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